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Prepare yourself for a city of extremes: Dubai is home to the world's tallest building, the most

gargantuan mall and the largest indoor ski slope. There are restaurants from just about every

nation on the planet, beaches where both the bikini- and burka-clad relax, vast empty deserts

and crowded urban backstreets to explore.So where to begin? This book is a compact guide

for visiting Dubai. Easily fits in your handbag with helpful maps for navigating. Inside this book:-

Full-color maps and images throughout.- Highlights and itineraries help you tailor your trip to

your personal needs and interests.- Insider tips to save time and money and get around like a

local, avoiding crowds and trouble spots.- Essential info at your fingertips - hours of operation,

phone numbers, websites, transit tips, prices.- Honest reviews for all budgets - eating,

sleeping, sightseeing, going out, shopping, hidden gems that most guidebooks miss. - Free,

convenient pull-out map (included in print version), plus over 14 color neighborhood maps.-

User-friendly layout with helpful icons, and organized by neighborhood to help you pick the

best spots to spend your time.- Covers Deira, Bur Dubai, Jumeirah, Burj al Arab & Around,

Downtown Dubai, Dubai Marina & Palm Jumeirah, Abu Dhabi, and more 

From the Inside FlapLearn to:Speak Polish on the go in a variety of everyday

situationsCommunicate confidently in PolishGet to grips with Polish grammar and

vocabularyPerfect your pronunciation with the audio CDThe fast and informal way to learn to

speak PolishPacked with practical lessons, cultural facts and handy references, this book gets

you up and running with everything you need to start speaking Polish with confidence. Whether

you want to chat with Polish friends at home or find a Thai restaurant while in Krakow, this

easy-to-use book and audio CD help you wrap your tongue (and your head) around this tricky

language in no time.Jump in with both feet – start off with a quick primer on Polish

pronunciation, grammar basics and the use of accents and inflectionsHit the ground running –

practise speaking Polish in real-world situationsTake it on the road – be a confident visitor to

Poland – from taking in a museum to getting through Customs; checking into a hotel to

ordering a mealGet down to business – get a handle on Polish business-speak and the

specialised language of Polish office and worksite culturePolish your Polish – sharpen your

conversational Polish skills with the help of 'Talkin' the Talk' dialogues strategically placed

throughout the bookOpen the book and find:The essentials of Polish pronunciation and

grammarGreetings, introductions, small talk and basic everyday conversationAll the Polish that

travellers need to knowFun facts about Poland and Polish cultureWays to speak Polish

quicklyPhrases that make you sound fluent in PolishPolish/English mini-dictionaryLists of

Polish verbs with conjugationsBonus CD includesOver 30 Polish dialogues to help you get

used to spoken Polish and perfect your pronunciation.Featuring a host of everyday words,

sentences and conversations to speak aloud, this CD is an essential companion to the book.--

This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.From the Back CoverLearn to:Speak

Polish on the go in a variety of everyday situationsCommunicate confidently in PolishGet to

grips with Polish grammar and vocabularyPerfect your pronunciation with the audio CDThe fast

and informal way to learn to speak PolishPacked with practical lessons, cultural facts and

handy references, this book gets you up and running with everything you need to start

speaking Polish with confidence. Whether you want to chat with Polish friends at home or find a

Thai restaurant while in Krakow, this easy-to-use book and audio CD help you wrap your



tongue (and your head) around this tricky language in no time.Jump in with both feet – start off

with a quick primer on Polish pronunciation, grammar basics and the use of accents and

inflectionsHit the ground running – practise speaking Polish in real-world situationsTake it on

the road – be a confident visitor to Poland – from taking in a museum to getting through

Customs; checking into a hotel to ordering a mealGet down to business – get a handle on

Polish business-speak and the specialised language of Polish office and worksite culturePolish

your Polish – sharpen your conversational Polish skills with the help of 'Talkin' the Talk'

dialogues strategically placed throughout the bookOpen the book and find:The essentials of

Polish pronunciation and grammarGreetings, introductions, small talk and basic everyday

conversationAll the Polish that travellers need to knowFun facts about Poland and Polish

cultureWays to speak Polish quicklyPhrases that make you sound fluent in PolishPolish/English

mini-dictionaryLists of Polish verbs with conjugationsBonus CD includesOver 30 Polish

dialogues to help you get used to spoken Polish and perfect your pronunciation.Featuring a

host of everyday words, sentences and conversations to speak aloud, this CD is an essential

companion to the book.--This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.About the

AuthorDaria Gabryanczyk holds a degree in Teaching Modern Languages. She has taught

Polish literature and Polish as a foreign language to schoolchildren, undergraduates and

adults. Daria is a lecturer and an examiner for UK government institutions and London

universities, as well as a publisherand a Polish Culture and Business trainer.--This text refers to

an alternate kindle_edition edition.Read more
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